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Modeling of Skeletal Muscle Belly Twitch Response
Nata5a Knez, Vojko Valenöiö, AleS Beliö, Rihard Karba
Faculty of Electrical Engineering, University of Ljubljana
TrZaSka 25, 1000 Ljubljana, SLOVENIA

Abstract: Measuring of a muscle belly response is a non
invasive measuring technique. It has been used for
detection of skeletal muscle properties in patients with

dffirent muscle disorders and in athletes after muscle

injury or during dffirent training processes. Response of a
muscle to a short single electrical stimuli reveals muscle

function characteristics.

In order to

study

muscle
properties, a model of skeletal muscle belly twitch response
has beenproposed and evaluated.

Measured subject was healthy male, 26 years old.
Subject was laying relaxed on front. Two self-adhesive
electrodes were placed to erector spinae muscle 3 cm from
measuring point to distal and proximal side of a sensor.
Subject was asked not to breath for few moments between
the measurement so the movements would not influence the
results of the measurement.

MUSCLE PHYSIOLOGY

made by scientists for different purposes. Many models are

As a basis for our model a knowledge of muscle
physiology has been used. Our aim was to find out if a
model of muscle belly response can give an information on
muscle structure. For that purpose responses of two muscle

based on measurements of muscle force about different
joints or measurements of electric activity of muscle fibers

fiber types were studied separately.
As an onset of muscle contraction a rise

by electromyogram.
Models of skeletal muscles enables one to learn more
about muscle structure and function. This knowledge can be

concentration inside muscle cell has been determined.
Different dynamics of Calcium transport and binding for
two muscle fiber fypes have been set. A sum of Calcium
concentration in both muscle fibers types were used as an
input signal for classical Hill type muscle model.

INTRODUCTION
Many models of skeletal muscle response have

been

useful also in studying and improving motion of persons
with muscle disorders or athletes during special muscle

of Calcium

tasks.

In our study a model of skeletal muscle was based on
measuring of radial muscle belly displacement during

RESULTS
Measured response of a muscle belly to single electrical

electrical stimulation by single short electrical stimuli.

stimuli has been used to set parameters of the skeletal
muscle model. Parallel genetic algorithm [2] was used
optimization routine.

MEASURING METHOD

A

as

non invasive measuring method for detection of

skeletal muscle belly displacement has been developed at

Ljubljana [].
Our measuring method has several advantages over
torque and EMG measurements. Measuring method enables
us to measure responses of voluntary or electrically evoked
contractions; responses of all surface skeletal muscles can
be measured by one measuring device; response of a
muscle is measured closely to the muscle, which reduces
influence of other muscle responses or near laying tissues
on measuring result.
During measurements a displacement sensor is pressed
to the skin above measured muscle belly. When muscle
voluntary
electrically evoked
contracts due
stimulation, muscle shortens and its belly enlarges.
In presented study a single short voltage stimuli of I ms
duration has been used. The voltage applied was set to 30 V

to

model
measured response
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above response threshold voltage. Response threshold
voltage is determined as minimum voltage amplitude where
response of a muscle can be detected by our measuring

time / ms

Figure 1: Measured muscle belly twitch response and its
model in muscle erector spinae.

method.
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muscle fiber and its force for response of muscle Erector

Figure 3: Modeled Calcium concentration inside slow
muscle fiber and its force for response of muscle Erector

spinae.

spinae.

Figure 2z Modeled Calcium concentration inside fast

The model was able to

fit the

measured muscle belly

response well. The Calcium concentration inside the two
types of muscle cell has the same shape concerning muscle
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